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Abstract: Braille is a language of utmost importance for the upliftment of blind people. One of the problem with education of blind people is the 
unavailability of resources such as books etc. which are mostly in local languages being used by general people. Recently there have been lots of works 
done to automate the process of translating books in English, Arabic etc. into Braille as typing the whole book is very cumbersome. This paper is 
proposing an algorithm to convert any scanned handwritten document in Hındi to corresponding Braille. It uses Histogram of oriented gradients features 
of Hindi characters for matching in an SVM classifier. The scanned documents are first converted into a printable form and then transliterated to Braille 
using UTF-8 codes. 
 
Index Terms: Bharati Braille, OCR, HOG, Segmentation, SVM, Transliteration, UTF-8  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
More than 285 million people have been reported visually 
impaired in the world but lack of proper education and a 
lack of way of communication with the rest of the world 
keep them void of opportunities and better life. With the 
recent advancements in technology it is possible to reduce 
this huge gap. More than 40% blind of the world resides in 
India and hence the technological advancements must 
reach to the blind people in India. If a system is developed 
which can automatically convert handwritten texts to braille 
or refreshable braille then a person won‘t have to know 
Braille to teach blind students. Any good resource person 
will be able to teach the blind students. This paper takes the 
motivation from this need and proposes a method for the 
automatic conversion of scanned Hindi documents into 
Braille. The proposed method first converts the scanned 
Hındi Handwritten text into printable text using HOG 
features with SVM classifier and then maps the printable 
text to Braille using its UTF-8 code. Present paper takes a 
single scanned Hindi text of consonant or a simple scanned 
word of consonants without vowels (matras) and converts it 
to corresponding Braille text with a very high accuracy of 
more than 94%. This algorithm can also be used to create 
braille books from existing books in hindi automatically.  
 
1.1 Introduction to Braille 
A braille cell for Indian scripts comprises of 6 dots. By using 
one or more dots at a time, 64 letters (symbols) in any 
language can be represented. Braille dots are embossed on 
a particular type of sheet and it is read by sensing the 
embossment over the braille sheet by using fingers. For the 
mapping purpose the braille cells are given representation. 
In this paper a raised dot is considered as ‗1‘ and a non-
raised dot is considered as ‗0‘. So the Braille cell shown in 
figure 1 is represented as ‗100100‘(in a rowwise reading). In 
this way one can have all the possible braille cells 
represented using 6 bit binary system. Bharati braille is a 
consortium of Braille schemes for Indian languages and 
some other Asian country languages. It was developed in 
April 1951 and it is a name common to all the languages of 
India. The Bharati Braille uses the phonetic equivalents 
from the English Braille to represent Indian language texts. 
Bharati Braille sticks to the syllabic writing system for Indian 
languages therefore developing an Optical Braille 

recognition (OBR) system is not as straight forward task as 
it is for English as the basic characters in Indian scripts are 
much more than 64 which cannot be represented by 64 
Braille cells in 6 dot pattern. Therefore multiple Braille cells 
are used to represent certain Indic language characters. 
 
 

 

. 

 

Fig.1.  A Braille cell 

 

 

Fig.2. Braille Specification 

 
The phonetic equivalents from the English Braille are used 
to represent Indian language texts. Bharati Braille sticks to 
the syllabic writing system for Indian languages therefore 
developing an Optical Braille recognition (OBR) system is 
not as straight forward task as it is for English, as the basic 
characters in Indian scripts are much more than 64 which 
cannot be represented by 64 Braille cells in 6 dot pattern. 
Therefore multiple Braille cells are used to represent certain 
Indic language characters.  
 
1.2 Earlier Work  
The Braille transliteration is mapping of characters from any 
global language to Braille. There is a need of research in 
the field of Braille transliteration for Indian languages. There 
has bee many promising works in this field in last decade 
but the approaches are yet to recieve application level 
accuracy. Braille transliteration in Hındi consists of two 
problems: conveting Braille documents to Hindi and 
coverting Hindi docuemnts into Braille. An Optical braille 
recognition(OBR)[3] [4] is achieved by first segmenting the 
Braille cells[5]  from a document and then converting the 
Brailel cells into natural language character.  The present 
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work focuses on converting a scanned hindi sheet into 
printable Braille sheets. Research have been done for 
transcription of English[3],Arabian[10], Bengali[6], Tamil[3] , 
Kannada lanaguages but they are limited to transcription of 
printable text or printed text into Braille. Further there is 
scarcity of work in the Braille transliteration of regional 
languages like Odia. Vinod Jha et.al in 2018[1] proposed a 
work for the bidirectional text transcription of Hindi and Odia 
Braille using unicode. The proposed algorithm can be used 
as a platform for transliteration of Braille into any natural 
language. Another work[8] by G. Gayathri Devi proposed 
Braille transliteration of scanned Tamil printed documents 
using Neural network with claimed accuracy of 95.7%. The 
proposed work uses a neural network to predict the 
scanned letters of texts sequentially and maps the 
predicted letter to Braille. S.R. Rupanagudi et.al.[9] 
proposed method of transliteration of Kannada braille into 
printable texts and then speech using TTS on verilog HDL 
language on a Xilinx spartan 3e series of FPGA. Shiv 
Kumar et.al[10] proposed a method to convert Tamil 
documents into BRF(braille) file format on JAVA eclipse 
SWT platform. Jie Li et.al[11] used HAAR features 
extraction to train an SVM for Braille character recognition. 
Works has been done simliarly in Gujarati[12][13][22][23], 
Bengali[6] and Devanagiri [1][14]. In [14] the work 
presented a tool which can edit and create devanagiri 
unicode text using digital braille typewritter. Bijet Samal and 
K. Parvathi[2][8] published  works on transliteration of 
Indian Braille into Odia script and vice versa. The 
applicability of approaches are promising for scanned and 
handwritten documents as well as the good OCR for Indian 
languages have been developed during recent years. 
Madhuri Yadav et. Al. in [15][22] proposed an OCR based 
on shape decription of the alphabet such as histogram of 
orinted gradients and geometric moments. These features 
are used to train the classifer such as SVM and multi layer 
perceptron. The work claim to achieve highest recognition 
rate of 96.8% on one of the dataset. Another method[16] 
uses 8-directional and 16-directional gradient feature (DGF) 
input values to train two layer fully connected 
backpropagation feed forward network . Sobel operator is 
used to get the gradient features. The method claims to be 
approximately 96% accurate with 16-DGF which also gives 
much more complexity. In another method[17] Hidden 
markov model is used to recognize the middle layer after 
segmenting the word into three layers. A new feature 
named pyramid histogram of oriented gradient( PHOG) is 
used to recognise the middle zone. The work has also 
compared the efficiency of using various features such as 
Marte-Bunke feature, PHOG, Gaber, G-PHOG and claims 
to get highest accuracy of 94.51% for GPHOG features. 
Another approach[18] of character recognition used k-mean 
clustering for features extraction and features are used on 
SVM classifier with linear kernel. The highest accuracy 
which was claimed with SVM classifier is 95.86% and that 
with euclidean distance is 81.7%. Another approach[19] 
introduces a devanagiri handwritten character 
dataset(DHCD) with 92000 images of 46 different classes of 
characters of devanagiri script segmented from handwritten 
documents. It proposed a deep convolution neural netweork 

with the use of dropout and dataset increament approach 
and claimed an accuracy of 98.47% on the said dataset. İn 
[20], the proposed has used curvelet transform which 
approximates the curved singularities of images very well. 
Then KNN is trained with curvelet features which are 
obtained by evaluating statistics of thick and thin images by 
applying curvelet transform. The proposed recognition 
accuracy is 90% but the dataset valuate was very small. 
The paper in [21] introduces a new handwritten character 
database and also lists and compares the existing 
database‘s advantages and pitfalls. The standard 
databases are scanned using 300 dpi flatband scanner. The 
biggest database with 92000 characters has been used but 
the drawback is the lack of vowels in the dataset. Other 
datasets have relatively small number of samples per 
image. This paper proposes a relatively less complex 
classifier and yet better accuracy to form an OCR with 
highest accuracy of 95.56%. The present method takes an 
scanned text of printed or handwritten documents and 
converts it into a printable text first and then generates a 
Braille equivalent of the text which can be used on a 
refreshable braille display or can be printed on special 
braille sheets using Braille embosser.All the works has 
been carried out on MATLAB platform with Nirmala UI 
semilight font for display of all characters. 
 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
The scanned image of hindi handwritten texts are taken into 
the system. The resolution of scanning should not be less 
than 300 dpi to have good accuracy. The sheet is then 
preprocessed and converted into a binary image with white 
text and black background. If the image is skewed, it is 
deskewed first before being binarized. The binary image is 
now segmented into lines by using horizontal projection. 
The sum of pixels along blank lines will be minimum. Once 
the lines are segmented, each lines are segmented into 
words by using vertical projection. In hindi, the letters in a 
word are connected by an overhead line. To segment the 
word into characters it is required to remove the overhhead 
line. This is achieved by addiing pixels rowwise, the value 
along the overhead line will be maximum. All the pixels 
along this row and two rows below and above it are 
replaced by ‗0‘ to remove the line.  Once the characters are 
disjoint, each character is segmented by using connected 
components. The segmented characters are then 
recognised using the SVM classfier. The recognised class 
of the character is displayed and it is mapped to the 
corresponding unicode(hex code) of the letter. This step 
can be used to create an OCR as well. Further the unicode 
of the recognised character is mapped to correspondning 
Braille code which itself is a binary code. Table 1 (shown on 
the next page) depicts the mapping table used for mapping 
the Hindi Text and its Unicode to a particular Braille code. 
Corresponding to this binary code, braille cells are 
generated and then placed in the Statndard braille sheet 
comprises of 40 rows of 25 braille cells each. The braille 
cells are placed in a standard braille sheet format. The flow 
chart of the algorithm is shown in figure 3. 
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Fig3. Flow chart of the algorithm 

 
Letter Hex Code Braille dot pattern Letter Hex Code  Braille Dot pattern 

 अ 905 100000 त 924 011110 

आ, ा  906, 93E 010110 थ 925 110101 

इ, िा 907, 93F 011000 द 926 110100 

ई, ा  908, 940 000110 ध 927 011011 

उ, ा  909, 941 100011 न 928 110110 

ऊ, ा  90A, 942 101101 ऩ 92A 111010 

ए, ा  90F, 947 001001 प 92B 001110 

ऐ, ा  910, 948 010010 फ 92C 101000 

ऒ ,ा  912, 94A 110011 ब 92D 010100 

ओ, ा  913, 94B 100110 भ 92E 110010 

औ, ा  914, 94C 011001 म 92F 110111 

क 915 100010 य 930 101110 

ख 916 010001 र 932 101010 

ग 917 111100 व 935 101011 

घ 918 101001 श 936 110001 

ङ 919 010011 ष 937 111011 

च 91A 110000 स 938 011010 

छ 91B 100001 ह 939 101100 

ज 91C 011100 ा  901 000010 

झ 91D 000111 ा  902 000101 

ञ 91E 001100 ा  903 000001 

ट 91F 011111 ा  94D 010000 

ठ 920 011101 ऽ 93D 001000 

ड 921 111001 ड़ 95C 111101 

ढ 922 111111    

ण 923 010111    

TABLE 1 Mapping table for Hindi Braille 
 
Figure 4 shows the process of removal of overhead line 
and segmenting the word into characters. 
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Fig4. (a) handwritten letter ka (b) overhead line removal 
from the letter and (c) segmentation of letters using 8-
connectivity(appears same as original image in this case) 
 

         

 
 
Fig5. (a) HOG features of letter ka, (b) Classifier prediction 
and (c) The Braille transliteration of letter ka 

2.1   The HOG feature vector and the classifier 
A strong database of 92000 images is used to train and test 
an SVM classifier using ‗one vs. one‘ multiclass 
classification scheme. The database comprised of 2000 
samples each for 46 characters. The matras and vowels 
are excluded from the database. The SVM classifier is 
trained on 46 consonants using 46*45/2 number of binary 
SVM classifiers using linear kernel. The classifier is trained 
on HOG features of the training images. The Histogram of 
oriented gradients works well for detection of objects 
because it represents the image in forms of gradients with 
less number of features. The gradients remove lots of 
unnecessary information like constant coloured 
background. The gradient stores the information of the 
shape very well and when these features are used with 
learning algorithm like SVM, the observed accuracy is 
remarkable. To find the HOG features of an image, the 
gradients are found for all the pixels along rows and 
columns. Using these values the magnitude and phase of 
gradients are found. Now the image is divided into 8x8 
cells. A histogram of 9 bins between 0 to 180 degrees is 
made using phase of the gradients. Suppose for a particular  
 

pixel in a cell the magnitude of gradient is 40 and angle is 
60, so 40 is put in the 4th bin which corresponds to 60 
degree angle. Now suppose another pixel in the same cell 
has a gradient magnitude of 30 at an angle 50 degrees then 
this magnitude will be divided into 3rd and 4th bin in equal 
proportion. The new content of 3rd bin will be 15 and 4th 
bin will be 40+15=65. This process continues and is 
repeated for all the pixels in a cell and then for all the cells 
in the image. The bin contents are normalized in blocks of 
16x16 to minimise the effects of lighting conditions on the 
feature vectors of a particular letter. These bins are placed 
one below another in sequence to form a large array of 
feature vector. These feature vectors are used to train the 
Support vector machines to classify the 46 characters. The 
classifier is designed with linear kernels on a ―one vs. all‖ 
classifying scheme.  

 
3. RESULTS 
The classifier thus designed for the recognition of hindi 
handwritten letters has given approximately 94.5% 
accuracy which is considerably very good. The following 
table shows the accuracy obtained for individual letters: 

 
 
Character class Accuracy 

obtained 
Character class Accuracy 

obtained 
Character class Accuracy 

obtained 
Character class Accuracy 

obtained 

character_10_yna 96 character_31_pe
tchiryakha 

95     character_20_na               90.333     character_8_ja                93.667 

character_11_taamata
r 

91.333 character_32_pa
talosaw 

91     character_21_pa               95.333     
character_9_jha               

94.333 

    character_12_thaa             97.667     
character_33_ha               

93.667     character_22_pha              96.667     digit_0                          100 

    character_13_daa              96.333     
character_34_ch
hya                

95     character_23_ba               89.667     digit_1                       98.667 

    character_14_dhaa             93.667     
character_35_tr
a                  

94     character_24_bha              91.667     digit_2                           98 

    character_15_adna             96.333     
character_36_gy
a             

 93.667     character_25_ma               93.667     digit_3                       96.333 

    
character_16_tabala           

95.667     
character_3_ga                

94.667     
character_26_yaw              

87.333     digit_4                       99.333 

    character_17_tha                  86     
character_4_gha               

89.667     character_27_ra               97.667     digit_5                       97.667 
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    character_18_da               88.667     
character_5_kna               

93.667     character_28_la                   94     digit_6                       97.333 

    character_19_dha              90.667     
character_6_cha                   

94     
character_29_waw              

87.667     digit_7                       98.667 

    character_1_ka                96.667     
character_7_chh
a              

90.333     character_2_kha               92.667     digit_8                       98.333 

    
character_30_motosa
w          

95.667     digit_9                       98.667     

 
Table 2: Performance accuracy of the classifier on test images 

The classifier is then used in the algorithm of the flow chart 
given above. It has been tested on individual characters, 
printed and scanned texts as well as on handwritten texts. 
The results are shown below: 

 

                       
 
Fig6. (a) Printed and scanned word  (b) overhead line 
removal from the letter and (c) segmentation of letters using 
8-connectivity 

 
 

 
 
Fig7.prediction of the 3 segmented letters using classifier 
 

 
 
Fig8. Braille transliteration of above recognised letters 
 

                    
 
Fig9. (a) Handwritten scanned word (b) preprocessing to 
convert the background to black (c) overhead line removal 
from the word and (d) segmentation of letters from the word 
using 8-connectivity 

   
 
Fig10.prediction of the 3 segmented letters using classifier 
 

 

  
 
Fig11. Braille transliteration of above recognised letters 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
The classifier is trained on Hindi consonants and the test is 
done on printed and handwritten words not having matras 
(modifiers). The obtained results are satisfactory and can 
be used the for industrial purposes. The classifier however, 

faulted in correctly predicting letter_ha (‗ह‘) and predicted 

letter_dha (‗ध‘) instead, while recognising the printed word 

‗नहय‘. The HOG features were also calculated assuming 

4x4 cell size and overall accuracy rose to 95.56% as 
compared to 94.65% in the earlier case. But the size of 
HOG feature vector for one character rose from 324x1 to 
1764x1 which is a considerable rise in complexity for a 
marginal improvement in accuracy. The HOG feature vector 
size could have been further reduced by increasing the cell 
size but the gradient features in such small images (32x32) 
would have been lost considerably. Further this model is 
working well on handwritten words having only consonants. 
The future work will comprise of making an equal size 
database of vowels and designing of an OCR which can be 
used in transliteration of any arbitrary word. 
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